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Pay less this Summer for your air conditioning, call us today
(08) 9240 1817
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Home › Error 404404 — Fancy meeting you here!
Don't panic, we'll get through this together. Let's explore our options here.

You can return ← Home or search for the page you were looking for.
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        Air Conditioning Enquiries
To enquire about a new air conditioning system, or about upgrading your existing one, please feel free to contact us using the form below:
"*" indicates required fields

Enquiry Type*

Domestic


Commercial



Name*


First



Last


Hidden
Full Name*

Company Name*

Email Address*


Suburb*

Telephone Number*

Your Message*

Upload a PlanAccepted file types: jpg, pdf, doc, docx, jpeg, heic, png, Max. file size: 64 MB.

 If you have a plan available, please feel free to add it here

2nd Storey PlanAccepted file types: jpg, pdf, doc, docx, jpeg, heic, png, Max. file size: 64 MB.

 If you need to upload a 2nd storey plan, add it here

Marketing Communications

Please tick this box if you would like to opt out of future marketing communications from Crispair



Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.



 









 

                        Matthew was delightful and was able to acquire what was needed and install the vent. Thank you Matthew. Your service was impeccable.                    
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Jennifer C.
1712196829





                        I recently had Crispair replace my air conditioner with a new Daikin. As soon as I walked into their showroom & discussed my requirements immediately felt comfortable with their help & advice . The air conditioner was installed on time by helpful contractors. We are happy we chose Crispair.                    
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                        Good, efficient company.                    
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                        Great Communication prior to serviceThe two young technicians were personable , explained each process and worked efficientlyAwesome jobHighly Recommend Crispair                    
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                        On time and were very friendly and efficient with checking to ensure my air con worked as intended :)                    
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                        Great service and the technicians were extremely helpful and friendly.                    
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                        I received the best service one could get. Adam, the technician, was very efficient, fast, friendly and polite. I can honestly recommend him to anyone. Thank you Adam.                    
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                        We want to thank Crispair for such professional and wonderful dealings, right from the start with Marcus the salesperson to the wonderful team of installers and the electricians we had on 21st February 2024.All is working fantastic and we had no issues.  Can we please provide this feedback and hope it will be passed back to those concerned:The wonderful team of installers:Marcus, Jake, Tim and Brihanny – what a fantastic crew – so professional, so respectful of our home and of us, extremely clean – ensuring no marks or dirt was left behind – being seniors it was refreshing to see such pride in the workmanship displayed today – please let them know we were so impressed and wanted to personally take the time to thank them.PTA Electrical Services:Paul and Peter – what an awesome team of electricians – again they were also so respectful and clean ensuring no marks or dirt was left behind – we couldn’t have been more delighted in these guys.  And we have already received our electrical certificate – please thank them both.We obtained three quotes as we always do and what was refreshing is that Marcus never tried to up-sale us with a bigger system that we didn't need.Dealings with all staff at Crispair has been smooth, informative and extremely effortless.Thank you all again and have signed up for the yearly maintenance and we want our investment to be looked after by the best.Monika and TonyKarrinyup                    
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                        We had our air conditioner serviced a few days agoThe technicians turned up at the appointed time , were polite , courteous, quick, did a clean job, checked our concerns and were able to resolve the issues promptly . Very happy with Crisp Aircondition Services                    
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                        Punctual, polite, efficient and thorough                    
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                        The technician arrived on time and was very knowledgeable. Serviced the aircon and replaced all the faulty items I wanted replaced. Gave it a good check over and found something I had missed he explained the situation to me clearly and checked it was ok to replace it didn't try to up sell me on a new system. Very happy with the service                    
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                        We had such a great experience with Crispair. The communication in the lead up to and on the day of the service was excellent, the technicians were friendly and professional, and they took the time to explain what they had to do and why before carrying out the work. We absolutely will recommend the services of Crispair to everyone we know and will be using them in the future.Thank you for an excellent service and transaction!                    
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                        Adam was very prompt and professional with my first service. He gave me some pointers which was very helpful. Thank you very much :)                    
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                        Matt and assistant were on time and did a clean and efficient job.                    
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                        Another great experience from Crispair. Matt and Adam were both very knowledgeable and thorough. Cannot fault their work. Reinforcement on why I only use Crispair for air conditioning needs.                    
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                        All went very well. Administration staff friendly and offered some helpful information to try and assist us. Service people were efficient, communicated well and left the work area tidy.I really appreciated receiving a text message to inform me that the service crew were on their way. However, I found the content of the message a little confusing particularly with the link to a website - I wasn’t sure if I needed to respond to confirm that I would be home.                    
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                        Tech was on time and very knowledgeable and helpful.                    
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                        we consulted Dee and the team at Crispair about a few split cycle air conditioners. The advice was solid and the installations clean and professional. Thanks so much for all the work - definitely a recommend !                    
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                        I recommend Crispair for any air-conditioning needs,  they were great from the start, from quoting to installation and a follow up inspection it was all done professionally, friendly and on time. Very happy with Crispair.                    
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                        The installation took a bit longer than we had hoped, however, the final result is fantastic. The team who installed the replacement unit, Jake, Marcus and Tim, were highly professional, efficient and worked exceptionally well together. The final phase of the installation was completed 2 days later, due to a weekend without electricians. The electrical team was on time, 7:00am. and immediately got to work completing their task within a couple of hours. The final stages were the gassing up of the system and switching on. PTE, the electricians, were again like the Crispair installers, professional, efficient and caring for the house etc. Jake and Brianna completed the install and we have absolutely no qualms is praising their work ethic and professionalism. All told, a great result after a long wait without air con over the festive season. Thank you everyone involved including Dee, Lisa and Lynda. The mess was minimal and the heavy stuff removed. It is so cool being back in air conditioned comfort!!!!Paul & Peta Ganderton                    
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                        We were replacing a 23-year-old aircon cassette and installing 3 new split systems.  When getting quotes while price was a consideration, the ability to commit to a timeframe that fitted with our availability was very important (due to work commitments). Crispair ticked the boxes on both counts and were very easy and accommodating to deal with.When it came to installation we cannot talk highly enough of Sebastian, supported ably by Bailey. When working Seb was professional, communicated clearly especially regarding issues and options during installation and helpful with his advice.  The site was also left in a very clean state.We thank Seb, Dee and the team at Crispair and would happily have them back in our home to install the final split in a couple of years.                    
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                        I had a very simple fix and they didn’t try to rip me off.                    
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                        Affordable and reliable! Very happy                    
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                        On time and pleasant to deal with                    
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                        Great service, with good honest advice 👍                    
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                        very polite and punctual, good price                    
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                        I have found Crispair Air conditioning to be thoroughly professional . In every way they have been helpful ,thorough and informative . They have explained exactly what work  would be entailed in the servicing and cleaning of my airconditioner and the cost of the work . I was sent a reminder message on the day before the work with an option to cancel if I was unable to be home . Then on the day I had another message to say the service person Adam would be at my home in 8 minutes and if I could not be home to please inform them . Adam arrived at precisely the correct time . He was delightful , pleasant quiet , efficient and helpful . He explained everything that he was doing and what he had done . He was even kind enough to write out some instructions for me to use in the future operating of my airconditioner . He is a gem . You are very fortunate to have him in your employ . Thank you all for making this such a very pleasant experience for this old lady :) I am 85 and rather deaf so I much appreciate all that was done for me . Kindest RegardsWendy Strahan                    
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                        Matt took the time to investigate the problem and come up with a solution. Good service.                    
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                        Crispair have just completed our yearly AC service and once again everything was perfectly done. The technician, Adam, arrived right on time and was friendly and professional. He was more than happy to answer my questions and he explained in detail each component  of the service. We would be happy to recommend  Crispair.                    
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                        Fantastic crew got the job done so quick. Their work was excellent and price better than any other quotes.                    
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                        Crispair provided excellent service, despite being extremely busy, either Gabe or Lisa responded quickly to all my questions and concerns and the install was completed on the designated date.  I am very happy with the professional job.  Thankyou.                    
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                        Very polite, informative, helpful and professional.                    
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                        Adam was really professional and very thorough. Very happy with the service.                    
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                        Really good service, that was provided in a timely fashion                    
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                        I had a standard service on my air con,  happy it's sorted for the summer months... Matt and his assistant were thorough, checked everything out and gave the system a clean bill of health.  Am very happy all round.                    
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                        Let me preface by saying I don't usually do reviews.Adam from Crispair came here yesterday to do the annual service of my two airconditioners.  Adam arrived within the nominated time frame, was extremely fastidious and helpful. Very grateful.   As I have done for many years now I will continue to use... and recommend on our local Neighbourhood  Facebook pages...Crispair Air Conditioning for the excellent products, care and quality of service.                    
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                        The Technician's were very professional and efficient with changes to the AC sensor explained thoroughly.                    
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                        Adam serviced our properties air conditionerHe was very good and very knowledgeable highly recommend                    
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Matthew was delightful and was able to acquire what was needed and install the vent. Thank you Matthew. Your service was impeccable.
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I recently had Crispair replace my air conditioner with a new Daikin. As soon as I walked into their showroom & discussed my requirements immediately felt comfortable with their help & advice . The air conditioner was installed on time by helpful contractors. We are happy we chose Crispair.
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Good, efficient company.
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Great Communication prior to serviceThe two young technicians were personable , explained each process and worked efficientlyAwesome jobHighly Recommend Crispair
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Matthew M.
1709794946

On time and were very friendly and efficient with checking to ensure my air con worked as intended 🙂
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cameron F.
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Great service and the technicians were extremely helpful and friendly.
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Roselyne F.
1709630394

I received the best service one could get. Adam, the technician, was very efficient, fast, friendly and polite. I can honestly recommend him to anyone. Thank you Adam.
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Monika and Tony J
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We want to thank Crispair for such professional and wonderful dealings, right from the start with Marcus the salesperson to the wonderful team of installers and the electricians we had on 21st February 2024.All is working fantastic and we had no issues.  Can we please provide this feedback and hope it will be passed back to those concerned:The wonderful team of installers:Marcus, Jake, Tim and Brihanny – what a fantastic crew – so professional, so respectful of our home and of us, extremely clean – ensuring no marks or dirt was left behind – being seniors it was refreshing to see such pride in the workmanship displayed today – please let them know we were so impressed and wanted to personally take the time to thank them.PTA Electrical Services:Paul and Peter – what an awesome team of electricians – again they were also so respectful and clean ensuring no marks or dirt was left behind – we couldn’t have been more delighted in these guys.  And we have already received our electrical certificate – please thank them both.We obtained three quotes as we always do and what was refreshing is that Marcus never tried to up-sale us with a bigger system that we didn't need.Dealings with all staff at Crispair has been smooth, informative and extremely effortless.Thank you all again and have signed up for the yearly maintenance and we want our investment to be looked after by the best.Monika and TonyKarrinyup
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We had our air conditioner serviced a few days agoThe technicians turned up at the appointed time , were polite , courteous, quick, did a clean job, checked our concerns and were able to resolve the issues promptly . Very happy with Crisp Aircondition Services
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Punctual, polite, efficient and thorough
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The technician arrived on time and was very knowledgeable. Serviced the aircon and replaced all the faulty items I wanted replaced. Gave it a good check over and found something I had missed he explained the situation to me clearly and checked it was ok to replace it didn't try to up sell me on a new system. Very happy with the service
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We had such a great experience with Crispair. The communication in the lead up to and on the day of the service was excellent, the technicians were friendly and professional, and they took the time to explain what they had to do and why before carrying out the work. We absolutely will recommend the services of Crispair to everyone we know and will be using them in the future.Thank you for an excellent service and transaction!
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Adam was very prompt and professional with my first service. He gave me some pointers which was very helpful. Thank you very much 🙂
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Matt and assistant were on time and did a clean and efficient job.
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Another great experience from Crispair. Matt and Adam were both very knowledgeable and thorough. Cannot fault their work. Reinforcement on why I only use Crispair for air conditioning needs.
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All went very well. Administration staff friendly and offered some helpful information to try and assist us. Service people were efficient, communicated well and left the work area tidy.I really appreciated receiving a text message to inform me that the service crew were on their way. However, I found the content of the message a little confusing particularly with the link to a website - I wasn’t sure if I needed to respond to confirm that I would be home.
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Tech was on time and very knowledgeable and helpful.
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we consulted Dee and the team at Crispair about a few split cycle air conditioners. The advice was solid and the installations clean and professional. Thanks so much for all the work - definitely a recommend !
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I recommend Crispair for any air-conditioning needs,  they were great from the start, from quoting to installation and a follow up inspection it was all done professionally, friendly and on time. Very happy with Crispair.
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The installation took a bit longer than we had hoped, however, the final result is fantastic. The team who installed the replacement unit, Jake, Marcus and Tim, were highly professional, efficient and worked exceptionally well together. The final phase of the installation was completed 2 days later, due to a weekend without electricians. The electrical team was on time, 7:00am. and immediately got to work completing their task within a couple of hours. The final stages were the gassing up of the system and switching on. PTE, the electricians, were again like the Crispair installers, professional, efficient and caring for the house etc. Jake and Brianna completed the install and we have absolutely no qualms is praising their work ethic and professionalism. All told, a great result after a long wait without air con over the festive season. Thank you everyone involved including Dee, Lisa and Lynda. The mess was minimal and the heavy stuff removed. It is so cool being back in air conditioned comfort!!!!Paul & Peta Ganderton
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We were replacing a 23-year-old aircon cassette and installing 3 new split systems.  When getting quotes while price was a consideration, the ability to commit to a timeframe that fitted with our availability was very important (due to work commitments). Crispair ticked the boxes on both counts and were very easy and accommodating to deal with.When it came to installation we cannot talk highly enough of Sebastian, supported ably by Bailey. When working Seb was professional, communicated clearly especially regarding issues and options during installation and helpful with his advice.  The site was also left in a very clean state.We thank Seb, Dee and the team at Crispair and would happily have them back in our home to install the final split in a couple of years.
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I had a very simple fix and they didn’t try to rip me off.
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Affordable and reliable! Very happy
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On time and pleasant to deal with
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Great service, with good honest advice 👍
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very polite and punctual, good price
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I have found Crispair Air conditioning to be thoroughly professional . In every way they have been helpful ,thorough and informative . They have explained exactly what work  would be entailed in the servicing and cleaning of my airconditioner and the cost of the work . I was sent a reminder message on the day before the work with an option to cancel if I was unable to be home . Then on the day I had another message to say the service person Adam would be at my home in 8 minutes and if I could not be home to please inform them . Adam arrived at precisely the correct time . He was delightful , pleasant quiet , efficient and helpful . He explained everything that he was doing and what he had done . He was even kind enough to write out some instructions for me to use in the future operating of my airconditioner . He is a gem . You are very fortunate to have him in your employ . Thank you all for making this such a very pleasant experience for this old lady 🙂 I am 85 and rather deaf so I much appreciate all that was done for me . Kindest RegardsWendy Strahan
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Matt took the time to investigate the problem and come up with a solution. Good service.
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Crispair have just completed our yearly AC service and once again everything was perfectly done. The technician, Adam, arrived right on time and was friendly and professional. He was more than happy to answer my questions and he explained in detail each component  of the service. We would be happy to recommend  Crispair.
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Fantastic crew got the job done so quick. Their work was excellent and price better than any other quotes.
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Crispair provided excellent service, despite being extremely busy, either Gabe or Lisa responded quickly to all my questions and concerns and the install was completed on the designated date.  I am very happy with the professional job.  Thankyou.
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Very polite, informative, helpful and professional.
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Adam was really professional and very thorough. Very happy with the service.
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Really good service, that was provided in a timely fashion
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I had a standard service on my air con,  happy it's sorted for the summer months... Matt and his assistant were thorough, checked everything out and gave the system a clean bill of health.  Am very happy all round.
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Let me preface by saying I don't usually do reviews.Adam from Crispair came here yesterday to do the annual service of my two airconditioners.  Adam arrived within the nominated time frame, was extremely fastidious and helpful. Very grateful.   As I have done for many years now I will continue to use... and recommend on our local Neighbourhood  Facebook pages...Crispair Air Conditioning for the excellent products, care and quality of service.
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The Technician's were very professional and efficient with changes to the AC sensor explained thoroughly.
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Adam serviced our properties air conditionerHe was very good and very knowledgeable highly recommend
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Matthew was delightful and was able to acquire what was needed and install the vent. Thank you Matthew. Your service was impeccable.
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I recently had Crispair replace my air conditioner with a new Daikin. As soon as I walked into their showroom & discussed my requirements immediately felt comfortable with their help & advice . The air conditioner was installed on time by helpful contractors. We are happy we chose Crispair.
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Good, efficient company.
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Great Communication prior to serviceThe two young technicians were personable , explained each process and worked efficientlyAwesome jobHighly Recommend Crispair
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On time and were very friendly and efficient with checking to ensure my air con worked as intended :)
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Great service and the technicians were extremely helpful and friendly.
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I received the best service one could get. Adam, the technician, was very efficient, fast, friendly and polite. I can honestly recommend him to anyone. Thank you Adam.
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We want to thank Crispair for such professional and wonderful dealings, right from the start with Marcus the salesperson to the wonderful team of installers and the electricians we had on 21st February 2024.All is working fantastic and we had no issues.  Can we please provide this feedback and hope it will be passed back to those concerned:The wonderful team of installers:Marcus, Jake, Tim and Brihanny – what a fantastic crew – so professional, so respectful of our home and of us, extremely clean – ensuring no marks or dirt was left behind – being seniors it was refreshing to see such pride in the workmanship displayed today – please let them know we were so impressed and wanted to personally take the time to thank them.PTA Electrical Services:Paul and Peter – what an awesome team of electricians – again they were also so respectful and clean ensuring no marks or dirt was left behind – we couldn’t have been more delighted in these guys.  And we have already received our electrical certificate – please thank them both.We obtained three quotes as we always do and what was refreshing is that Marcus never tried to up-sale us with a bigger system that we didn't need.Dealings with all staff at Crispair has been smooth, informative and extremely effortless.Thank you all again and have signed up for the yearly maintenance and we want our investment to be looked after by the best.Monika and TonyKarrinyup
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We had our air conditioner serviced a few days agoThe technicians turned up at the appointed time , were polite , courteous, quick, did a clean job, checked our concerns and were able to resolve the issues promptly . Very happy with Crisp Aircondition Services
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Punctual, polite, efficient and thorough
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The technician arrived on time and was very knowledgeable. Serviced the aircon and replaced all the faulty items I wanted replaced. Gave it a good check over and found something I had missed he explained the situation to me clearly and checked it was ok to replace it didn't try to up sell me on a new system. Very happy with the service
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We had such a great experience with Crispair. The communication in the lead up to and on the day of the service was excellent, the technicians were friendly and professional, and they took the time to explain what they had to do and why before carrying out the work. We absolutely will recommend the services of Crispair to everyone we know and will be using them in the future.Thank you for an excellent service and transaction!
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Adam was very prompt and professional with my first service. He gave me some pointers which was very helpful. Thank you very much :)
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Matt and assistant were on time and did a clean and efficient job.
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Another great experience from Crispair. Matt and Adam were both very knowledgeable and thorough. Cannot fault their work. Reinforcement on why I only use Crispair for air conditioning needs.
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All went very well. Administration staff friendly and offered some helpful information to try and assist us. Service people were efficient, communicated well and left the work area tidy.I really appreciated receiving a text message to inform me that the service crew were on their way. However, I found the content of the message a little confusing particularly with the link to a website - I wasn’t sure if I needed to respond to confirm that I would be home.
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Tech was on time and very knowledgeable and helpful.
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we consulted Dee and the team at Crispair about a few split cycle air conditioners. The advice was solid and the installations clean and professional. Thanks so much for all the work - definitely a recommend !
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I recommend Crispair for any air-conditioning needs,  they were great from the start, from quoting to installation and a follow up inspection it was all done professionally, friendly and on time. Very happy with Crispair.
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The installation took a bit longer than we had hoped, however, the final result is fantastic. The team who installed the replacement unit, Jake, Marcus and Tim, were highly professional, efficient and worked exceptionally well together. The final phase of the installation was completed 2 days later, due to a weekend without electricians. The electrical team was on time, 7:00am. and immediately got to work completing their task within a couple of hours. The final stages were the gassing up of the system and switching on. PTE, the electricians, were again like the Crispair installers, professional, efficient and caring for the house etc. Jake and Brianna completed the install and we have absolutely no qualms is praising their work ethic and professionalism. All told, a great result after a long wait without air con over the festive season. Thank you everyone involved including Dee, Lisa and Lynda. The mess was minimal and the heavy stuff removed. It is so cool being back in air conditioned comfort!!!!Paul & Peta Ganderton
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We were replacing a 23-year-old aircon cassette and installing 3 new split systems.  When getting quotes while price was a consideration, the ability to commit to a timeframe that fitted with our availability was very important (due to work commitments). Crispair ticked the boxes on both counts and were very easy and accommodating to deal with.When it came to installation we cannot talk highly enough of Sebastian, supported ably by Bailey. When working Seb was professional, communicated clearly especially regarding issues and options during installation and helpful with his advice.  The site was also left in a very clean state.We thank Seb, Dee and the team at Crispair and would happily have them back in our home to install the final split in a couple of years.
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I had a very simple fix and they didn’t try to rip me off.
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Affordable and reliable! Very happy
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On time and pleasant to deal with
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Great service, with good honest advice 👍
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very polite and punctual, good price
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I have found Crispair Air conditioning to be thoroughly professional . In every way they have been helpful ,thorough and informative . They have explained exactly what work  would be entailed in the servicing and cleaning of my airconditioner and the cost of the work . I was sent a reminder message on the day before the work with an option to cancel if I was unable to be home . Then on the day I had another message to say the service person Adam would be at my home in 8 minutes and if I could not be home to please inform them . Adam arrived at precisely the correct time . He was delightful , pleasant quiet , efficient and helpful . He explained everything that he was doing and what he had done . He was even kind enough to write out some instructions for me to use in the future operating of my airconditioner . He is a gem . You are very fortunate to have him in your employ . Thank you all for making this such a very pleasant experience for this old lady :) I am 85 and rather deaf so I much appreciate all that was done for me . Kindest RegardsWendy Strahan
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Matt took the time to investigate the problem and come up with a solution. Good service.
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Crispair have just completed our yearly AC service and once again everything was perfectly done. The technician, Adam, arrived right on time and was friendly and professional. He was more than happy to answer my questions and he explained in detail each component  of the service. We would be happy to recommend  Crispair.
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Fantastic crew got the job done so quick. Their work was excellent and price better than any other quotes.
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Crispair provided excellent service, despite being extremely busy, either Gabe or Lisa responded quickly to all my questions and concerns and the install was completed on the designated date.  I am very happy with the professional job.  Thankyou.
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Very polite, informative, helpful and professional.
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Adam was really professional and very thorough. Very happy with the service.
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Really good service, that was provided in a timely fashion
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I had a standard service on my air con,  happy it's sorted for the summer months... Matt and his assistant were thorough, checked everything out and gave the system a clean bill of health.  Am very happy all round.
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Let me preface by saying I don't usually do reviews.Adam from Crispair came here yesterday to do the annual service of my two airconditioners.  Adam arrived within the nominated time frame, was extremely fastidious and helpful. Very grateful.   As I have done for many years now I will continue to use... and recommend on our local Neighbourhood  Facebook pages...Crispair Air Conditioning for the excellent products, care and quality of service.
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The Technician's were very professional and efficient with changes to the AC sensor explained thoroughly.
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Adam serviced our properties air conditionerHe was very good and very knowledgeable highly recommend
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